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SECRET 0608162
WAVE INFO DIR CITE MEXI 6883

Typic

AIRMAILING TO PIEPER ADDRESS 3 NOV EDITION OF NEWSPAPER HOY IN 55066
CONTAINING DETAILED ACCOUNTS CONFESSSIONS CAPTURED REX EXPEDITIONARIES.
(SOURCE LITANIL-9)

SECRET
SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: SAS 8
INFO: DDP, CA 2, CA/PEG, CA/PROP, WH 7, VR

660916Z
WAIVE INFO DIR CITE MEXI 6803
TYPIC

AIRMAILING TO PIEPER ADDRESS 3. NOV. EDITION OF NEWSPAPER HOY IN 55088
CONTAINING DETAILED ACCOUNTS CONFESSONS CAPTURED REX EXPEDITIONARIES.
(SOURCE LITAMIL-9)

SECRET